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ABSTRACT: We have investigated the formation of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of 11-
hydroxyundecyl decyl disulfide (CH3-(CH2)9-S-S-(CH2)11-OH, HDD) and 11-hydroxyundecyl 
octadecyl disulfide (CH3-(CH2)17-S-S-(CH2)11-OH, HOD) produced by supersonic molecular 
beam deposition (SMBD). The study has been carried out by means of helium diffraction even in 
the very low coverage film. In this regime helium single molecule cross sections have been 
estimated in a temperature range between 200 and 400 K.  The results show a different behavior 
above 300 K that has been interpreted as the starting of mobility with the formation of two thiolate 
moieties either linked by a gold adatom or distant enough to prevent cross section overlapping. 
Finally, helium diffraction patterns measured at 80 K for the SAMs grown at 200 K are discussed 








Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of disulfides have found use in formation of mixed SAMs 
that can be utilized in nanotechnological applications like controlled protein adsorption [1, 2] or 
polymer growth on a surface. [3] In the past they have been studied extensively in order to 
understand the formation mechanism of thiolate films on Au(111) surfaces.[4-6] By using 
unsymmetric disulfides (R-S-S-R’, will be referred to UDS) and investigating the phase separation 
of different thiolates on the surface it was possible to derive conclusions regarding the 
occurring/mechanism of S-S bond cleavage.[7-11]  
Currently it is well established that, whether prepared from thiols (R-S-H) or symmetric 
disuldifes (R-S-S-R), the full coverage thiolate SAMs (where the molecules stand up and pack 
densely) form a (3 x 3)R30 structure. Many experimental and theoretical investigations have 
been performed in order to understand the details of this structure (such as adsorption site of the 
sulfur atoms). Currently the most accepted model includes formation thiolate-Au adatom-thiolate 
(RS-Auad-SR) dimers.[12-16]  At low coverage, on the other hand, the molecules lie parallel to the 
surface and form the so called striped phases.[4-6] However, when unsymmetric disulfides were 
employed, to investigate S-S bond cleavage, contradictory results were obtained. In case of full 
coverage SAMs of CH3-(CH2)m-S-S-(CH2)n-OH no phase separation was observed by several 
research groups. [17-19] On the other hand for low coverage UDS films there are very few 
studies[9-11] and for m=17 and n=11 phase separation was observed which was evidenced by the 
formation of two different corrugation periodicities consistent with the lengths of separated 
thiolates. [10]  
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We recently performed a helium scattering study of 11-hydroxyundecyl decyl disulfide (CH3-
(CH2)9-S-S-(CH2)11-OH, HDD) and 11-hydroxyundecyl octadecyl disulfide (CH3-(CH2)17-S-S-
(CH2)11-OH, HOD) SAMs grown in vacuum by means of supersonic molecular beam deposition 
(SMBD).[20, 21] Using helium scattering and SMBD allowed us to study the film growth at low 
coverage very precisely, due to the very sensitive nature of helium scattering to surface corrugation 
caused by the long range interaction of the helium atoms with the surface. In the past this property 
of helium scattering was exploited for very precise monitoring of the coverage of organic and 
inorganic films on metal surfaces. [20-33] For instance Comsa and co-workers studied CO 
adsorption on metal surfaces and proposed several models to correlate helium specular reflection 
intensity to film coverage.[33] Based on this models they were able to extract scattering cross 
section values of CO molecules. They were also able to detect migration of adsorbates to steps and 
step saturation by monitoring specular reflection intensity at different substrate temperatures.[34] 
In addition, conclusions regarding the adsorption mechanism of the molecules can be reached by 
analyzing the specular reflection and estimating the helium scattering cross section of the adsorbed 
species. To this end here we focused on the very early stage of the HDD and HOD film formation 
in order to calculate the scattering cross sections for isolated lying down molecules. We have 
analyzed data which were already presented in references 20 and 21 but couldn’t have been 
discussed from the point of view relevant to this article as well as new data measured to complete 
the present work. In addition, we provide detailed diffraction data for the low temperature lying 
down monolayer phase of these UDS SAMs to further support the proposed dissociation 





The experimental setup was extensively described before [35, 36] and here we give only a brief 
description relevant to the present study. Thiol films were grown by using a supersonic molecular 
beam deposition source whose temperature determines the flux of thiol molecules during 
deposition. Reasonable HDD and HOD flux values were achieved at source temperatures of 130-
145 ◦C and 160–180◦C respectively. Characterization of the films was performed by using a helium 
beam produced by a source working at about 70 K. The Au(111) surface with an orientation 
accuracy of <0.1° was purchased from Mateck GmbH. Before deposition experiments the gold 
surface was treated with several sputter-anneal cycles and the cleanness was confirmed by 
observation of the gold reconstruction diffraction peaks and a specular reflection intensity greater 
than 25% of the incident beam. In consecutive depositions, after high temperature anneal to 
desorb/remove completely the thiol film, the fulfillment of this observation was also employed to 
assess cleanness before to grow a new film. In case of HDD, four separate depositions experiments 
were performed at 200 K and two deposition experiments were performed at 265 K, 300 K and 
350 K. For the remaining temperatures for HDD and for all the temperatures for HOD only one 
deposition measurement was performed. HDD and HOD were synthesized by following the 
procedure proposed by Flores et al. [19] and a detailed procedure is described in our previous 
reports. [20, 21] 
RESULTS 
In Figure 1 we show deposition curves for HDD and HOD films, i.e. helium specular reflection 
(SR) intensity normalized to the intensity of the bare substrate as a function of film coverage, for 
different deposition rates (panel (a)) and for different substrate temperatures (panels (b) and (c)). 
As film coverage increases, SR intensity decreases due to increasing surface roughness. As the 
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first monolayer (ML) completes however a relatively smoother surface forms that result in a partial 
recovery of the SR intensity. Here we should note that by ML we refer to full monolayer lying 
down striped phase but not the high density standing up monolayer phase. After completion of the 
ML, further adsorption, again, increases the surface roughness till it reaches a steady state resulting 
in a constant low SR intensity signal. As can be seen in panel (a) of Figure 1 even at fixed 
temperature, different deposition curves do not exactly overlap and the difference does not seem 
to be correlated to the deposition rate. Throughout the deposition measurements reported here we 
tried to keep the depositions rate R in the range of R-1=100-300 s/ML but for some HOD 
depositions a drift in the deposition source conditions produced an inverse rate as low as 700 s/ML.  
Here we will focus on the initial parts of deposition curves, specifically from 0 to 0.25 ML region 
which are shown in the insets of figure 1. These initial parts of the deposition curves are used to 
estimate the molecular cross-section of the adsorbing molecules. To this end, two different models 
proposed by Comsa  [33] have been used: “fully random” and “maximum repulsion”. In the “fully 
random” model molecules are assumed to adsorb randomly on the surface and the change in the 






Where I0 is the SR intensity at zero coverage, ns is the number of the substrate atoms per unit area 
(which is 0.139 Å-2 for Au(111)) and   is the scattering cross-section (cs). We should note here 
that definition of coverage, , used in this model is different from the definition used in Figures 1 
and 2  and corresponds to the ratio of number of adsorbed molecules per unit area, n,  to ns. Hence 
1 ML coverage indicated in Figure 1 (and 2) corresponds to a   value of 0.044 (with n=6.09x10-3 
Å-2) for HDD and 0.034 (with n=4.66x10-3 Å-2) for HOD. In the “maximum repulsion” model, 
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where the molecules are assumed to stay as far away from each other as possible, the above formula 







A full quantum mechanical calculation of the cross section performed on realistic interaction 
potentials is beyond the aim of the present article and a phenomenological approach will be given 
that is useful to extract information from the data. A pure geometrical estimation of the cs may 
rely on the Van der Waals (vdW) radius of all the atoms which are forming HDD and HOD 
molecules in their all-trans forms. At semi empirical (AM1) level the dimensions of the molecules 
(distance between the hydrogen nuclei at the peripheries) can be calculated to be (31.0 Å x 2.2 Å) 
and (41.1 Å x 2.2 Å) respectively. By adding the vdW radius of hydrogen atom (1.2 Å) to these 
values the vdW dimensions of the molecules can be estimated to be (33.4 Å x 4.6 Å) and (43.5 Å 
x 4.6 Å) with the corresponding cs (csvdW) values of 154 Å2 and 200 Å2 respectively. On the other 
hand the effective cross section cse should take into account the finite size of the He probe (vdW 
radius 1.4 Å) increasing the molecular dimension to (36.2 Å x 7.4 Å) and (46.3 Å x 7.4 Å) and the 
vdW cs to 268 Å2 and 343 Å2 respectively. Analyzing  the results for simple molecules we observe 
that Comsa and coworkers reported the He scattering cross section radius of CO molecules to be 
6 Å more than their hard sphere radius. [32, 33]  Adding this 6 Å region to the vdW dimensions 
of the HDD and HOD molecules their effective cross section can be calculated to be as high as 
754 Å2 (45.4 Å x 16.6 Å) and 921 Å2 (55.5 Å x 16.6 Å) respectively (cs values calculated with this 
additional 6 Å region will be referred to as csmax). Of course, these are only indicative values 
estimated by starting with rigid vdW spheres. On the other hand, these values are useful to draw 
direct conclusions as it will be discussed in the following sections.  
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Figure 1. Deposition curves showing helium specular reflection intensity as a function of HDD 
(a, b) and HOD (c) coverage on Au(111) for different deposition rates (a) and at different substrate 
temperatures (b, c). 
Fitting results obtained with “fully random” and “maximum repulsion” models for two set of 
representative deposition curves are reported in Figure 2. In general, the exponential behavior of 
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“fully random” model resulted in a better fit than the linear decay of the “maximum repulsion” 
model, especially more so for high substrate temperatures, which indicate that the molecules 
adsorb randomly on the surface. The standard error of each fit was no more than ± 10 Å2 in case 
of “fully random” model.   
Curves in panels a) and d) are qualitatively different from those in panels b) and e). For substrate 
temperatures lower than 300 K the deposition curves in logarithmic scale present an almost linear 
decay and can be fitted by a single function. Instead at higher temperatures, two different regions 
with different slopes are present and the points show a change of the slope for very small coverage 
around 0.05 ML. This behavior is similar to what was observed for the deposition on stepped 
surfaces [34, 37] and the first part of the curve (from 0 to 0.05 ML) can be associated to the 
adsorption at step edges and the second part with a higher slope (from 0.05 to 0.25 ML) to 
adsorption onto terraces. The initial slow decay region can be fitted by “fully random” and 
“maximum repulsion” models equally well (as shown with dashed lines in figure 2.b, e) and the 
resulting cs are only slightly larger than the csvdW of the molecules (for instance, the calculated 
“fully random” cross section estimated from the initial slow decay part of the curve shown in 
Figure 2.b is 332 Å2. On the other hand, the molecular cs might be modified by the presence of the 
step edge and very likely by the overlap with the step edge’s own cs.).  
Instead, the cs calculated for the second region (0.05 to 0.25 ML) are much larger and the fit is 
very poor with “maximum repulsion” model (see solid lines in Figure 2.b, e). Hence we believe 
the adsorption takes place randomly and below we will discuss only the “fully random” fit results. 
Evolution of the (“fully random”) cs as a function of substrate temperature is summarized in Figure 
2.c and f where for high substrate temperature films the fit results obtained from the second region 
(0.05 to 0.25 ML) were plotted. The error bars reported in Figure 2.c and f are either standard 
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deviation values of the averages in case more than one measurement was performed or simply the 
standard error of the fit in case only one measurement was performed at the given temperature. 
Though there is significant uncertainty in the cs values for HDD at 200 K and 350 K, the evolution 
of cs as a function of substrate temperature can still be interpreted as follows: 
Since the Au sample is the same for all the measurements and hence the average step density is 
the same for all the sample preparations, the observation of adsorption at steps for higher 
temperature suggests that below 300 K the mobility of molecules is very low, the molecules stick 
where they land and cannot reach a step. For higher temperatures, the cross section values reported 
in Figure 2.c and f suggest that the molecules are dissociated and it is reasonable to assume the 
mobility of the lighter and smaller fragments is higher than not dissociated molecules. In case of 
the dissociated molecules the effective cross-section for each dissociated disulfide can be 
approximated as the combination of the separate cross-sections of two thiolate groups that make 
up the molecule. csmax values of hydroxyundecylthiolate (MUD), decanethiolate (DT) and 
octadecanethiolate (ODT) can be calculated as 500 Å2, 464 Å2 and 630 Å2 respectively. Hence, if 
the thiolate groups are far from each other after dissociation (that is no overlap of cs) the csmax of 
a dissociated disulfide will simply be equal to the sum of the separate thiolate csmax which can be 
calculated as 964 Å2 and 1130 Å2 respectively for HDD and HOD.  Another possibility may be 
the formation of RS-Auad-SR’ dimers which have been reported to form at high coverage.[12, 13] 
In case of HDD deposition, the possible dimers that can form are DT-Auad-MUD, DT-Auad-DT, 
MUD-Auad-MUD which have csmax values of 809 Å2, 772 Å2 and 845 Å2 respectively. In case of 
HOD deposition the possible dimers that can form are ODT-Auad-MUD, ODT-Auad-ODT, MUD-
Auad-MUD which have csmax values of 974 Å2, 1104 Å2 and 845 Å2 respectively. We can observe 
that for truly isolated (far apart) molecules the first values corresponding to unsymmetric dimers 
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are the only possible ones but in presence of mobility and for higher coverages also the formation 
of symmetrical dimers can become probable.  
The (“fully random”) cs results, summarized in Figure 2.c and f, clearly show that above 350 K 
the measured cs values are greater than the estimated csmax for dissociated molecules or for RS-
Auad-SR’ dimers supporting the idea that the two thiolate groups are separated. At 300 K the cs 
values take their minimum value therefore He atoms see the disulfide molecules as more compact. 
This strange trend is likely related to the dissociation since it is hard to believe that the non-
dissociated molecules could shrink (at temperatures lower than 300 K). In fact, without the 
constraint of the disulfide bond, the thiolate groups may pack more efficiently reducing the cs. 
Increasing the temperature, the thiolate groups start to migrate but, if they are not far from each 
other, scattering helium atoms can still see a single molecular entity, i.e. there is some overlap of 
thiolate cross sections therefore the cs value will increase from the minimum value to a maximum 
value until each thiolate will be enough separated by the other one and the cs value should tend to 
the sum of the two effective cross sections of single thiolate groups. One other point that needs to 
be addressed here is the decrease in the cs of HOD at 450 K. It has been shown that desorption of 
thiolates from the gold surface starts after 400 K reaching the maximum rate slightly above 450 
K. [29, 38] Desorption may be in the form thiol (R-S-H), thiolate (R-S) or dissociated hydrocarbon 
chain (R). [39-41] In addition it was shown that after 350 K concentration of gauche defects in the 
film increases considerably. [42] Hence we believe at 450 K molecules have enough energy to 
stand up and/or to adopt folded configurations which can decrease the cs significantly. Finally, we 
should also mention that with increasing coverage a cross-over between “fully random” adsorption 
and “maximum repulsion” may also be possible. In fact, when figure 2.d is examined (see blue 
rectangle) it can be seen that for coverages above 0.21 ML the data start to slightly deviate from 
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the exponential behavior with a higher decay. In figure 1 increase of the decay for coverages higher 
than ~0.4 ML can be easily seen and this trend can be explained by the closer distance of molecules 
that start to interact each other.  
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Figure 2. Deposition curves for (a) HDD at 200 K, (b) HDD at 400 K, (d) HOD at 200 K and (e) 
HOD at 400 K. Black curves show experimental data while the colored curves are fit results. 
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Scattering cross sections as a function of deposition substrate temperature, deduced from the fit 
results are plotted in (c) and (f). The cse and csmax values are indicated by dashed and dotted lines 
respectively in (c) and (f). The reported cs values in (c) and (f) for high substrate temperatures 
were extracted from the 0.05-0.25 ML region of the deposition curves as discussed in the text. 
Based on the cs values discussed above we conclude that at 200 K disulfides adsorb on the 
surface as a whole and fragment separation occurs after annealing above 250 K. In fact, structural 
and thermal properties of the low temperature lying down ML phases which will be detailed below 
support this hypothesis. In ref 20 and 21 we had shown that for both HOD and HDD the lying 
down monolayer film structure is different for deposition temperatures of 200 K and 300 K with 
the 200 K structure [will be referred to as low temperature (LT) phase] transforming irreversibly 
to that observed at 300 K [will be referred to as high temperature (HT) phase] upon annealing to 
300 K. What is surprising is that for both HOD and HDD the LT phases have identical diffractions 
patterns which are shown in Figure 3. It can clearly be seen in this figure that the overall structure 
and the diffraction peak positions for the two SAMs are the same. Though we recorded diffraction 
scans of this LT phase along different azimuthal directions (as shown in Figure 4) we were not 
able to derive a definite conclusion regarding the unit cell structure based on this (poor) data. While 
we believe the identical unit cell structures are dictated by the S-S bonds, at this point we are not 
able to propose a reliable model that can explain how two different molecules with a large size 
difference can assume the same unit cell structure. Nevertheless, observation of a common LT 
phase for both disulfides which irreversibly transforms into a HT phase upon annealing may be 
considered as a further proof of the hypothesis discussed above regarding S-S bond dissociation 
above 250 K.  
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Figure 3. Comparison of diffraction scans of HDD and HOD MLs grown at 200 K substrate 
temperature. 
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Figure 4. Diffraction scans of HDD ML grown at 200 K substrate temperature along different 
crystallographic directions. <1-10> direction is assigned 0 azimuthal angle and the data are 
smoothed by adjacent point averaging for clarity. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Here we have studied the evolution of the helium scattering cross sections of HOD and HDD 
molecules on Au(111) surface with changing temperature.  The fact that below 300 K measured 
cs values are intermediate between cse and csmax indicates that in this temperature range S-S bonds 
(disulfides) are either intact or even, if cleaved, the fragments have a small distance to each other 
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to preserve the cross section and in turn a small S-S distance. Above 300 K however cs values 
increase with temperature reaching a maximum value (even higher than csmax) at 400 K which we 
believe to be due to S-S bond cleavage that is followed by diffusion of the thiolates on the surface 
which may also yield to RS-Auad-SR’ dimer formation. The diffusion of molecules at high 
temperature (T > 300 K) is also supported by the qualitatively different behavior of the deposition 
curves: at high temperature two slopes are present and the very initial part is related to diffusion 
to step. 
This dissociation hypothesis is in agreement with the XPS studies on dimethyldisulfide SAMs 
which report adsorption as disulfide at low temperature and S-S bond cleavage upon annealing to 
250 K. [43] In addition our recent He diffraction measurements [20, 21] and scanning tunneling 
microscopy studies by other research groups [10]  about the striped phases of unsymmetric 
disulfides are also in agreement with a mechanism that involves bond cleavage and phase 
separation at room temperature. The fact that, based on the cs values, He diffraction measurements 
can provide information regarding the average distance between thiolate fragments on the surface, 
which is not possible by XPS measurements, makes He diffraction a complementary tool to XPS. 
The identical crystal structures of HDD and HOD films at low temperature (200K) however is 
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